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DEMOGRAPHIC DATA
The Spanish respondents have been mainly men
(45.8%) of 30 to 39 years old
The majority of participants (58.3%) have been
teachers and from them, the 29.2% have answered
that they have more than 20 years of experience
The 29.2% have affirmed to be either early users
of technologies or tend to use digital technologies
at the pace of the majority

AREA "PROCESSES AND
PROCEDURES
There is an established digital strategy that is fully supported by
the center responsibles who favour digital based pedagogies
A "Good Practices Guide" on digital learning has already been
created and the majority of participants agree that they have
enough time to develop their digital skills
Regarding the review of digital proccesses, there is a variety of
opinions, with some considering that the time used in this issue is
not enough
The majority of contestants agree that they internally discuss the
pros and cons of digital learning

AREA "TECHNOLOGY AND TOOLS
Our center supports digital learning by providing enouigh
devices and a good Internet access to all users
Our organisation provides digital devices for any user
(student or teacher), but the majority of students bring
their own
Our center has digital repertories of free access and
digital systems that protect users' data
Our center uses digital tools and platforms to collaborate
with other organisations

AREA "METHODOLOGY AND
PEDAGOGY
Teachers search educational resources on internet and
create their own digital materials to support their teaching
They include digital activities to favour inclass participation
and adapt their teaching to the individual needs of
students
Our center uses digital resources to communicate among
students, teachers, administrative staff, etc.
Digital resources are used to evaluate students and for
them to comment on activities and such
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